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Size:
to fit feet about 4” [10cm] and 4½” [11.5cm] long.
Directions for sizes are given in ascending order, separated by hyphens. If there is only one figure, it applies
to all sizes.
Materials:
Schachenmayr Regia Angora Merino
(65% new wool, 25% polyamide, 10% angora, about 219
yds / 1¾ oz [200m / 50g]).
1 ball [50g] col A = #07082 aqua or #07079 lilac or
#07076 sand,
1 ball [50g] col B = #07075 ecru.
Five US 6-8 [4-5mm] dpn, or size to obtain gauge,
plus one blunt embroidery needle.
Rib pattern:
K1, P1, rep from .
Garter stitch:
in rows K all sts, in rnds K 1 rnd, P 1 rnd, rep from .

METHOD
With Col A cast on 24-28 sts evenly across 4 dpn =
6-7 sts on each needle. For the leg work 3¼” [8cm]
Rib Patt, rnd change is at center of heel.
Then mark the last 2 sts on Needle 2 and the first 2 sts
on Needle 3 for center front and with St st cont for
upper foot. At the same time in every rnd 8-9 times
work yo before and after the marked sts, and in foll
rnd K yo tbl = 2 incs in every rnd and 40-46 sts after
8-9th St st rnd.
For sole cont with garter st alt 2 rnds Col A (start with
K 1 rnd) and 2 rnds Col B. After 14 rnds garter stitch,
or after 4th garter rib with Col A leave all sts on a holder.
Slip sts on Needles 1 and 2 onto one needle, and sts
on Needles 3 and 4 also onto one needle. Hold one
needle behind the other and graft sts on both needles
tog using Kitchener Stitch.
Work both booties in the same manner.
With ecru make 2 small pompoms each about
¾” [2cm] across and sew to front tip, see photo.
Turn leg half out.a

Stockinette stitch:
K all rnds; or K RS rows; P WS rows.
Note: work with the double yarn throughout!
Gauge:
with 4-5mm needles, St st and the double yarn 20 sts
and 28 rows/rnds = 4” [10cm].
More Yarn
Information
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Verbinden
mit Maschenstichen
Grafting Stitches Together

Hold one needle behind the other. Insert the sewing
needle from the back to the front through the first
stitch on the front needle, then the same through the
first stitch on the back needle. Then insert the sewing
needle from the front to the back through the first
stitch on the front needle, and from the back to the
front through the following stitch.
Now insert the sewing needle from the front to the
back through the first stitch on the back needle, and
from the back to the front through the next stitch.
Then insert the sewing needle alternately from the
front to the back through the preceding stitch on the
front needle, and from the back to the front through
the following stitch, then from the front to the back
through the preceding stitch on the back needle,
and from the back to the front through the following
stitch. Gradually allow the grafted stitches to slide
from the needle.

Abbreciations

alt
=Nadeln
alternateliegen hintereinander. Von hinBeide
beg
= beginning
ten
nach
vorn durch die 1. Masche der vorcm
= centimeters
deren
dann ebenso durch die 1. MaCN
=Nadel,
cable needle
cont der
= continue
sche
hinteren Nadel stechen. Dann bei
dec
= decrease
der
vorderen
Nadel von vorn nach hinten
dpn
= double pointed needles
durch
1. Masche und von hinten nach
foll
=die
follow/s/ing
g
= grams
vorn
durch
die folgende Masche stechen.
inc
= increase/s/ing
Nun
bei
der hinteren Nadel von vorn nach
K
= knit
hin
ten=durch
die 1. Masche und von hinten
K2tog
knit 2 together
kwise vorn
= knitwise
nach
durch die folgende Masche steLH
= left hand
chen.
lp(s) = loop(s)
m
= meters
M1
= make 1 - an increase
mm = millimeters
oz
= ounces
P
= purl
patt
= pattern
pm
= place marker
P2tog = purl 2 stitches together
prev = previous
psso = pass slipped stitch over
pwise = purlwise
rem = remaining
rep
= repeat
rev St st = reverse stockinette stitch
RH
= right hand
skp
= slip, knit, pass slipped stitch
over -1 stitch decreased
k2p
= slip 1, knit 2 together, pass slipped st over
the knit 2 together -2 stitches have been
decreased
sl1k
= slip 1 knitwise
sl1p
= slip 1 purlwise
sl-st
= slip stitch(es)
st(s)
= stitch(es)
St st = stockinette stitch
tbl
= through back loop
tog
= together
WS
= wrong side
wyib = with yarn in back
wyif = with yarn in front
yd(s) = yard(s)
yo
= yarn over
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